
Education 
Essentials
Back to School:

• Primary Seating

• Secondary Seating

• Classroom Tables

• Flexible Tables

• Uni Seating



Size 1 - Age 3-4
360(w)x320(d)x513(h)mm

T1

FROM

Size 3 - Age 6-8
435(w)x384(d)x600(h)mm

T3

FROM

Size 2 - Age 4-6
363(w)x343(d)x563(h)mm

T2

FROM

Size 4 - Age 8-11
432(w)x407(d)x690(h)mm

T4

FROM

Primary & Secondary Chairs

Size 5 - Age 11-14
480(w)x486(d)x800(h)mm

T5

FROM
Size 6 - Age 14+
482(w)x510(d)x829(h)mm

T6

FROM

Certified 
Weight 

tolerance of 
25 stone

Easy to 
clean & 20yr 
guarantee

Certified 
to BSEN1729 

Part 1 & 2

Antimicrobial 
version 

available in all 
sizes



Study Blue - Age 14+

T-STUDY-BLUE

FROM

Study Black - Age 14+

T-STUDY-BLACK

FROM

The Titan one piece chair 
is the perfect chair for 
a demanding classroom 
environment. 

It was the first to obtain 
certification for strength, 
stability and ergonomics, for 
educational furniture. 

The one piece design 
removes the need for 
maintenance and ensures 
there are no pinch points 
or sharp edges to cause 
injuries.

Certified to 
EN 16139:2013

/AC:2013

sales@titanfurniture.co.uk
www.titanfurniture.co.uk

tel 0845 130 8022
fax 0845 130 8023

1300 Aztec West
Bristol, BS32 4RX

INPUT 1 
Raw
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Design

3 
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4 
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5 
Collection

6 
Recycle

New Black  
Chairs

Waste

Refurb Return

Other  
Products

Titan’s Circular Economy

1. We sustainably source our materials at Titan. Any waste from the production of the plastic we use that can’t be 
mechanically recycled is sent to Plastic Energy who chemically recycle end of life plastics and use this Energy to run  
the exact building which operates the entire process. 

2.   By using predominately plastic and steel all Titan branded furniture is fully recyclable 

3. The design of Titan chairs is carefully thought out for both their use and their reuse. The continuous design ensures 
there are no pinch points or sharp edges great for children and also ensures no unnecessary materials such as  
binding glue.  The legs on plastic chairs are gas injected which allows the legs to be hollow and minimise the amount  
of plastic waste 

4. During the production of our Titan chairs, we minimise the amount of waste. Still, the small amount that does get 
wasted during production is made into new black chairs, milk crates or wheelie bins by mechanically recycling plastic.  

5. We often up to 20 year guarantees on our Titan chairs and also replace components wherever possible 

6. If for some reason up to 20 years is just too long for you, we can  
collect your old chairs and feed them back into making something new! 

“Your chairs are plastic, so how can they be environmentally friendly?” 

Yes, that’s a good question, so let’s get on to that. The word ‘ECO’ is being used increasingly frequently in this day and age, 
while what this actually means to a specific company is often ambiguous due to its specific nature. 

 Waste from our production of Titan chairs or chairs that do not meet our quality control standards is recycled and used to 
make general household objects such as milk crates, supermarket bread baskets and wheelie bins. The metal and plastic 
components are refurbished and reused to ensure we continuously feedback into the production of new Titan Chairs and 
reduce our impact on the environment. 

Our chairs are plastic, but no they are not disposable; and herein lies the fundamental base of the circular economy concept 
in which we adhere to. 

Through this process we can ensure 
we are continuously creating  
furniture that is considered, to  
enable teaching that is tailored for 
future generations and then feeding  
back what we take from the planet 
and the fantastic materials in which  
it provides us with.  

100% 
Recyclable



760mm High Rectangular Table
1200(w)x600(d)x760(h)mm

710mm High Rectangular Table
1200(w)x600(d)x710(h)mm

T-TABLE-1276

T-TABLE-1271

FROM

FROM

640mm High Rectangular Table
1200(w)x600(d)x640(h)mm

T-TABLE-1264

FROM

760mm High Square Table
600(w)x600(d)x760(h)mm

710mm High Square Table
600(w)x600(d)x710(h)mm

T-TABLE-6076

T-TABLE-6071

FROM

FROM

640mm High Square Table
600(w)x600(d)x640(h)mm

T-TABLE-6064

FROM

Classroom Tables

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Certified 
to EN 1729-

2:2012
+A1:2015



590mm High Rectangular Table
1200(w)x600(d)x590(h)mm

T-TABLE-1259

FROM
590mm High Square Table
600(w)x600(d)x590(h)mm

T-TABLE-6059

FROM

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Beech 
& Grey 
Edge

Grey & 
Grey 
Edge

Tables are an essential 
part of any educational 
environment. The versatility 
and durability of tables make 
a huge difference in how 
effective teaching is.

Titan have a great selection 
of multi-purpose PU edged 
school tables that come in 
a range of heights & widths, 
making them suitable for 
both primary, secondary and 
further educational spaces.

Supplied flat pack and tested 
to meet strength and stability 
standards, these offer a cost-
effective solution to creating 
collaborative spaces.



Link 1200 Rectangular Table
1200(w)x600(d)x760(h)mm

Link Corner Table
800(w)x720(d)x760(h)mm

T-LINK-1260

T-LINK-11172

FROM

FROM

Link 800 Rectangular Table
800(w)x600(d)x760(h)mm

T-LINK-8060

FROM

Flexible Tables





Uni 4 Leg Chair

T-UNI-4LEG

FROM

Uni Swivel Chair

T-UNI-SWIVEL

FROM

Uni Skid Chair

T-UNI-SKID

FROM

Uni High Chair

T-UNI-HIGH

FROM

Available with a Black or White steel frame

Certified to 
EN 16139:2013

/AC:2013
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